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Abstract— In this paper, we present a consolidated formulation of conditional states from the perspective of
steganalysis approach. It has been identified that the conditional states used in steganalysis approach include
hypothesis testing, gaussion distribution, hidden markov model and vector analysis space. The main objective
of this paper is to find the best approach to fit in using mathematical formulation for steganalytic system based
on these conditional states. It is found that there is a boundary of solution between the steganalytic system and
analyzed message.
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Various applications have been implemented in
steganology field which are steganography [1, 2, 3]
and steganalysis [4, 5].
Nowadays, with the rapid development of science
and technology, steganography has become one of
the major disciplines in the area of hidden
information research. Steganography plays an
important role in protecting the security of all
documents over the Internet in this era of terabit
networks such as secret data transactions, ecommerce documents protection, digital copyright
protection, information identification, information
control, and security bills. The main goal of
steganography is to convey message under cover,
concealing the very existence of information
exchange. As a ‘covered writing’, steganography
uses a covert communication between two parties
whose existence is unknown to a possible attacker.
If this is done properly, the exchanged messages
should not arouse any suspicion since the
information passed is an innocent looking message
which does not require any secret key as part of its
information hiding process. This can be done in
many ways such as inclusion of line break
characters, and multiple spacing that represents a

1 Introduction
One of the latest discussions in information hiding
area is the steganology field. Steganology is the art
and science of concealing and detecting of
information through distrusted communication
channels. The study area is dealing with the writing
of hidden messages and the discovery of the
existence of such hidden messages. Unlike
cryptology, which is utilized the encrypted
messages and decrypted messages of secret writing
which rendering the cover messages completely
meaningless, steganology keeps the cover messages
perceptually unchanged after concealing and
detecting of the covered writing. It is a good
complement to cryptology and has played a
promising role in the e-political and e-military
matters from medieval times through the 20th
century. In fact, there are two (2) main branches of
steganology:
• Steganography, is concerned with avoiding
the suspicion of hidden messages in a
manipulated text
• Steganalysis, is concerned with discovering
and rendering useless messages such as
covert messages in given text
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hidden message. It can be used to maintain the
confidentiality of valuable information, to protect
the data from possible sabotage, theft, or
unauthorized viewing.
Steganography also differs from cryptography,
which does not conceal the communication itself
but only scrambles the data to prevent
eavesdroppers
understanding
the
content.
Cryptography involves various methods and
implementations. On the other hand, cryptography
is the study of secret writing or cryptograms.
Cryptography scrambles messages so they cannot
be understood and for a purpose.
In short,
cryptography is about protecting the content of
messages; steganography is about concealing the
existing messages. Table 1 below shows the
advantages and disadvantages of both technologies.

implemented into numerous practices [7]. It can be
identified into four approaches [8] which are:
• Supervised learning detection
• Blind identification
• Parametrical statistical detection
• Hybrid techniques
Besides, it has been known that there are six types
of parameters used in steganalysis system [9, 10,
11], and they are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Types of steganographic attacks

Table1. Comparison between steganography and
cryptography

1.2 Steganalysis Model
The processes of steganography and steganalysis can
be represented by Prisoner’s Problem [12]. Alice
and Bob are locked up in separate cells far apart
from each other. They are allowed to communicate
by means of sending messages via Wendy as a
gatekeeper [13] who does not suspect such
communication is taking place. Wendy who plays
the role of the adversary will break all
communication that comes to her. If Wendy detects
any sign of conspiracy, she will suppress all the
messages. Alice and Bob are well aware of these
facts. Thus, Alice is trying to send a hidden message
M, within a cover message C, which involves a
stego key K through an embedding process known
as S. The first step is applying the invertible function
e: {M, C} S. Then, Alice can map a hidden
message M to a stego message S, using key K
through e(M, C) = S. Since S is a stego message,
Wendy will not find it suspicious, and since the
function is invertible, Bob will be able to compute e
- 1
(S) = {M, C} in order to reconstruct the hidden
message M and cover message C with a stego key K.

1.1 Steganalysis
Research reveals that many of the new directions in
steganography originated from attack analyses are
called steganalysis. The process of analyzing
steganographic protocols is carried out in order to
detect and extract hidden messages known as stego
message. Generally, steganalysis starts with several
suspected information streams but is uncertain
whether any of the information streams contains
stego messages. While the goal of steganography is
to avoid suspicion to hidden messages in other data,
steganalysis aims to discover and render useless
messages such as covert messages in a given text or
data. Thus, steganalysis is the process of detecting
steganography by looking at variances between bit
patterns and unusually large file sizes. It is the art of
discovering and rendering useless covert messages.
Generally, steganalysis techniques could be
classified into two broad categories namely specific
steganalysis and universal steganalysis [6]. Until
recently, the technology of steganalysis system
becomes more sophisticated and it has rapidly being
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This process might use a function d: S*C*K  M
to decode the stego message. Related to this fact,
Wendy as a good gatekeeper must monitor all the
communication between Alice and Bob which is
shown in Fig.1. In doing so, Wendy can take either
of these actions, or both;
• Passive Gatekeeper – only detects the
presence/absence of hidden message M in an
observed message (stego-cover) S and identifies
the stego-embedding algorithm/key.
• Active Gatekeeper – tries to recover the stego
message M’, including embedded message
length, locations of the hidden message M, stego
key used in embedding algorithm, some
parameters of the stego-embedding algorithm
and finally extract A-1 (if possible) the stego
message M’.
If any of the hidden communication is taking place
between Alice and Bob, Wendy has the capability
to extract or at least to detect the sign of hidden
communication. Thus, Wendy needs a good
formulation technique for steganalytic system in
order to analyze the exchange message of the
communication. Clearly, there are at least five
challenges for Wendy as a gatekeeper need to be
considered and these challenges are summarized
below.
• Analyzed message may or may not have
hidden data embedded into them
• Hidden data may or may not have been
encrypted before inserted into the analyze
message
• Analyzed message may or may not have
noise or encoded data into them
• Analyzed message may or may not possible
to fully recover or extract the hidden data
• Analyzing message is very time consuming
process

2 Conditional States On Steganalysis
Approach
The fact of steganalytic system conditional is that the
more focused a steganalysis conditional is on a
specific steganalytic system technique the less its
generalization capability is. On the other hand, a
very general conditional state may not produce
acceptable performance of a specific steganalysis
technique. Usually, the steganalysis techniques have
been influenced by the strength of the chosen
steganalytic system model. Therefore, choosing the
right model of steganalytic system itself is an open
research problem.
The fundamental problem in coming up with a
steganalytic model is that both the steganographers
and the gatekeepers are always improving their
techniques. Thus, to obtain a fair analysis, we have
to assume that both parties are exploiting the same
statistical features available on their models. Based
on this assumption, there are four conditional states
that can be illustrated on the model of steganalytic
system such as Hypothesis Testing, Gaussion
Distribution, Hidden Markov Model and Vector
Analysis Space.

2.1 Hypothesis Testing
One of the conditional states of steganalytic system
can be illustrated through the conditional entropy
based on information theory [14]. Let’s say
H(S|C) = H(C|S) = 0
(1)
is the conditional uncertainty of H on stego-cover S
when knowing cover-message C, is equal to the
conditional uncertainty of H on cover-message C
when knowing stego-cover S are equal to 0.
Equation (1) represents the state where the analyzed
message is not having embedded information. Then,

From the theoretical point of view, the main idea
of this paper is to address some of the conditional
states of these challenges with a mathematical
formulation in the steganalysis domain. Our primary
goal is to find the bestfit method for the gatekeeper
in order to detect any suspicious or hidden data from
analyzed message. Note that, we assume that both
steganographers (Alice and Bob) and gatekeeper
(Wendy) have the same capability to exploit any
statistical features available on their models.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II
deals with the four conditional states of steganalytic
system such as hypothesis testing, gaussion
distribution, hidden markov model and vector
analysis space. The Concluding remarks are given in
Section III.
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H(S|C) = H(C|S) > 0

(2)

is the conditional uncertainty of stego-cover S when
knowing cover-message C is equal to the
conditional uncertainty of cover-message C when
knowing stego-cover S which is more than 0.
Equation (2) represents the state where the analyzed
message is having embedded information.
Therefore, the ultimate condition for steganography
system as a perfectly secure system (during
transforming information) is a conditional entropy
of H(S|C) = H(C|S) = 0 [15]. However, the
perfectly secure steganography system is impossible
to achieve when both stego-cover S and covermessage C are known to Alice. Another conditional
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between the probability distribution under H0 and
H1. Clearly, the higher the K value is, the easier it is
to distinguish between H0 and H1 by Wendy.
Another performance analysis is the random
variable test which represents fixed false alarm and
missed error probabilities known as Sequential
Probability Ratio Test. This can be used as a
detector with two thresholds identified as h and - γ
[19]. Thus, based on these thresholds, Cumulative
Sum (CUSUM) Sk1 will be computed and used for
identifying change points in order to detect the
location and length of messages embedded on the
analyzed message as

state of analyzed message from information theory
is a conditional of parameter changes. Let’s say, a
value of parameter θ would change based on the
message embedding process within a time k. Thus
the steganalysis problem is to detect any change in
parameter θ and estimate the changes time k0. This
state can be expressed as
H0 : θ = θ0 when k < k0
H1 : θ = θ1 when k >= k0

(3)

where hypothesis Ho represents that no embedded
message has been found while H1 represents that an
embedded message has been found in the analyzed
message. This hypothesis can be implemented
either using parameter values that are completely
known or the parameter values that are partially
known [16]. Hence, based on equation (3), the
hypothesis parameters Yk can be represented as
H0 : Yk = Xk +K ~ P0
~ P1
H1 : Yk = Xk

i

Sk1 = Σ si
where

(4)

h = In

1–α

(7)

β

when Sk1 is taken across threshold h, CUSUM test
detect a location range of embedded message which
is from parameter θ changing to parameter θ1 and
back to parameter θ. Thus, this symmetry view can
be shown from threshold h to threshold h1. It will
then detect hypothesis H0 as

the false alarm probability αk can be optimally
traded-off with the probability of detection (miss
probability) βk by using the receiver operating
characteristic function. Thus, based on equation (4),
there are two possible error probabilities [18] that
need to be considered while testing for the
hypothesis yk as

h1 = In

1–α

(8)

β

However, this will happen only if the CUSUM test
has crossed the threshold h. Another problem is that
θo and θ1 values are completely unknown in real
implementation.

(5)

From the equation (5), it shows that Wendy as a
gatekeeper can use the Neyman-Pearson detector to
yield the highest probability of detection for a given
false alarm probability αk since the probability of
detection βk has increased by K value. Thus, K value
can be considered as a measure of the distance
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Sk1 ≥ h accept H0
Sk1 < - γ accept H1

From equation (6), H1 is accepted when CUSUM
test is greater than h and H0 is also accepted when
CUSUM test is greater than - γ. Thus, it can be said
that the steganalysis detector performance depends
on these two thresholds detection. Now, consider
that false alarm probability (probability of accepting
H1) as α and missed error probabilities (probability
of rejecting H1) as β, then the optimal upper
threshold value can be stated as

Normally, this hypothesis can be analyzed
through performance analysis on conditional state
known as Receiver Operating Characteristics
(ROC). The ROC is used as a trade-off of false
alarm probability with the probability of detection
by the detectors with several characteristics function
[17] which;
• represents the achievable performance of
the steganalysis detectors,
• uses relative entropy between the cover
message and the stego message probability
distribution, and
• employs the minimum probability of error
criterion.

αk = P0
βk = P 1

(6)

2.2 Gaussion Distribution
Another conditional state of the steganography
system that can be illustrated is through Gaussion
distribution curve. Assuming that,
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message y(k) in order to extract the hidden message
M such as

stego-cover
hidden message
cover-message
embedding message

y(k) = s(k) + αw(k),
aw(k) = y(k) - s(k) message extracted (12)

the embedding process ƒe of hiding original
message M should exploit the embedding key K
with the preprocessing random characteristics r
(such as white noise) on cover-message C as ƒp
known as actual cover Cr
S = ƒe (C, M, K)
S = ƒp (C, r) + M + K
S = Cr + M + K

However, most of the analyzed message related
features are non-Gaussion. Meanwhile, the simple
subtraction scheme does not perform well on huge
sizes of analyzed message. Therefore it may be able
to exploit higher order statistics during steganalysis
because higher order statistics is estimated to be
more reliable for larger message sizes. Thus, the
extraction process of cover-message s(k) from
analyzed message y(k) as given in equation (10) is
clearly a statistical regression problem. Specifically,
once the estimation of analyzed message s(k) is
obtained there are two choices;
• simply subtract this estimation from
analyzed message y(k) to obtain an
estimation of stego-cover w(k) or
• attempt to formulate blind inverse
computation on stego function using higher
order statistics.

(9)

Therefore, Wendy as a gatekeeper must not know
that the analyzed message is a stego-cover. It means
that the gatekeeper cannot decide whether the
analyzed message contains cover-message or not.
However, hidden message M is statistically
different from the cover-message C. Thus, this
statistical difference measure can be used by
gatekeeper’s detector in detecting the stego message
S. At the same time, gatekeeper can also use this
information to decide the presence/absence of a
hidden message. Based on the decision there could
be attempts to extract the hidden message, if
possible. Thus, from conditional state of
steganography system, the only knowledge
available is that
y(k) = s(k) + αw(k), k = 1, 2,…, N

Based on equation (5) and equation (10) which are
obtained as discussed above, the idea is to assume
that there are two copies of stego function analyzed
message available to the steganalyst be y1(k) and
y2(k) which are formulated as
y1 (k) = α1s(k) + α2w(k), k = 1, 2,…, N
y2 (k) = β1s(k) + β2w(k), k = 1, 2,…, N (13)

(10)

state that
y(k) analyzed message
s(k) cover-message
w(k) stego-cover
α
message strength α > 0 based on
perceptual characteristics, robustness
properties etc.

Thus, these two copies of stego function can be in
discovering the solution based on blind source
separation problem if an identifiability condition [20]
has been fulfilled:
• At most one of s(k) or w(k) is non-Gaussion
• The matrix A must be of full column-rank

It can be assumed that the signal distribution of
analyzed message y(k) and common transform
coefficient distribution of cover-message w(k) is
justified as Gaussion distribution. Hence,
y(k) = s(k) + αw(k),
w(k)= 0
y(k) = s(k) no hidden message

(11)

As passive gatekeeper, if stego-cover w(k) is
equal to zero then it can be identified that covermessage s(k) does not carry a hidden message M.
Otherwise, for active gatekeeper it is directly
subtracting cover-message s(k) from analyzed
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z(k)

r1(k)

r(k)

Embed
Message A

Fig. 2

Blind system identification problem [21]

Detect/Extract
Matrix A-1

The steganalysis problem is to find a linear
transformation of inferring A from z(k) as shown in
Fig. 2. If A-1 can be identified, hence we can obtain
r(k) from A-1 z(k) such as
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state, Wendy can model the embedding process of
secret message in conditional distribution P θ(m)
such as

(14)

P θ (m|k)
P θ (m) = Σk PX(k)
Є

Assuming that
z(k)
A
r(k)

Thus for all possible θ values,

vector of stego message
strength matrix
vector components { α, β } of cover
message and secret message

if m = k then P θ (m|k) = 1
if m ≠ m then P θ (m|k) = 0
Hence, the steganalysis problems that can be
manipulated by Wendy are:
• Passive gatekeeper: Tries to distinguish
whether there is an existence of secret
information θ or not and may try to acquire
some information about secret messages m
or secret keys k inside analyzed message Y.
• Active gatekeeper: Not only concerned on
the questions related to the strength of
steganography system that sender uses but
also in such a way be able to formulate the
problem of evaluating secret messages m
when secret keys k is used for spreading
secret messages m over secret keys k. She is
also concerned on the problems of
evaluating secret key, k.

However, there are several criticisms of this idea in
actual steganalysis environment, such as;
• Sender and receiver may not use the same
key (embed and extract) for two or more
stego messages especially in public key
steganography (PKS) environment.
• Sender and receiver may not use the same
cover message, the same key and the same
secret message for at least two stego
messages.
• The stego message cannot be detected
because most of the stego message
distribution is a non-linear transform
distribution.
• A Gaussion vector cannot be manipulated
because stego messages’s related features
are non-Gaussion vector pattern.
• Most of the secret message and cover
message types are statistically independent.

By applying the HMM, Wendy’s problems can
be handled when the container distribution has
utilized a markov properties (such as a markov
chain, a markov process or a markov field) in order
to describe the internal correlation of k. Thus,
based on equation (15) with the parameters λ = {q, r,
s} of the HMM, it can be assumed that,

2.3 Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
One of the condition states of steganography system
that can be represented is through Hidden Markov
Model (HMM). This model is useful for
formulating and solving steganalysis problems for
different types of containers in one unified standard
because it is used in many applications of image
[22], video [23], sound [24] and text processing [25].
Here, steganalysis is considered as a statistical
model to check the changes of statistical properties
on analyzed message such as histogram values or
internal correlation of messages container [26]
based on HMM [27]. Let's consider that;
• the containers are produced by a random
source X with distribution PX
• the secret messages and keys are produced
by random sources M and K

P(Y=m) = P(m | λ)
= Σ P(k | r, q) P(m | k, s)
= Σ qk1 sk1m1 rk1k2 sk2m2…rkT-1kT skTmT (16)
Wendy does not have to know the exact
distribution on K but only suggests that it is a
markov property of the analyzed message. By
maximizing P(m | λ) using with EM (Expectation
Modification) algorithm or Viterbi algorithm, this
model can not only predict the parameter values of
the conditional distribution P(m | k) of hidden
message, but also find parameters of prior
distribution of the analyzed message. However, the
Markov field model is better than Markov chain
model in stimulating analyzed message.

It can be assumed that Wendy partly knows the
distribution of X on analyzed message Y. She also
knows little information θ of M and K that can be
stated as θ (m; k). Thus, based on this conditional
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Stated that,
S’ = C + em’
em’ = S’ – C

2.4 Vector Space Analysis and Receive
Operating Characteristic

(17)

Then,
S’ = S +d
d = S’ – S

(18)

|d|max = C + em’– S

(19)

So that,

Fig. 3

Assuming that, a minimum message embedding is
emin |m|, the angle β is a difference between em and
em’ weights and L is a length of cover C. Because
the detection comes from Wendy, the
steganography system try to resist a maximum
detection range |d|max as possible as it can through
the angle between em and the straight line from
point C and tangents with sphere R as βmax. Thus, a
detection range can be avoided.
However, Wendy can try to find the range of βmax
angle based on n-dimension space theorem, which
can be denoted as √ ((2 |C| (1 – cos α) (|C| - L) +
L2). Thus, the existence of stego-cover can be
identified by steganalytic system when

The embedding and extraction processes of
steganography system

One of the possible ways to analyze a
steganography system is to use a vector space
method [28]. This method states that the process of
analyzing message is based on embedding intensity,
detection intensity and robustness through a
geometrical n-dimension as shown in Fig. 3.
Assuming that,
C
cover-message
S
stego-cover
S’
detected-stego-cover
d
detection
em
embedding message
em’
extraction message

emin |m| < βmax
emin |m| < √ ((2 |C| (1 – cos α) (|C| - L ) + L2)) (20)
Hence, the steganography system should hide the
least embedded message as well as stego-key K,
since it may be enough for Wendy to learn only a
small amount of information about the embedded
message to conclude that Alice and Bob are
conspiring something. Thus, one of the steganalysis
detector mechanisms that can be used by Wendy is
based on Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
plot of α versus β which represents the capability of
steganalysis detector performance. Assuming that,

A message embedding is the vector from point C to
point S which can be identified as S = C + ew and
an extraction message is the vector from point C to
point S’ which can be presented as S’ = C + ew’
whereas a message detection can be assumed as S’
= S + d. Thus, Wendy can use a vector d from point
S to point S’ to detect the suspected stego-cover
through n-dimension vectors to analyze a process of
any steganography system as shown in Fig. 4.

C
S
S’
α
β
α and β,

cover-message
stego-cover
detected-stego-cover
probability of false alarm
probability of detection
detector dependent values

It can be assumed that α is the probability of
hidden message is detected when no message is
predicted and β is the probability of hidden message
detected when no existing message is predicted.
Thus, a steganalysis detector performance can be
measured through the probability of steganalysis
error Pe [17];
Fig. 4

An analysis of steganography system
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she does not have sufficient information to make a
decision based on this situation. However, there is a
boundary of solution which the steganography
system does not know on how competent the
steganalysis detectors [30] on measuring the
steganography system methods intelligently are.
Thus, it seems like a hard challenge from Wendy’s
point of view as a gatekeeper. It also raises an
interesting question on deciding which is a bestfit
method should be utilized in steganalytic system.
As far as our knowledge is concerned, there is no
standard method of steganalytic system has been
used.

Pe = (1 – prob. of detection) P(message detected)
+ (prob. of false alarm) P(no. message)
Pe = (1 - β) P(message detected)
+ α P(no. message)

(21)

If Wendy does not justify whether a message is
embedded or not, she can assume that
P (message detected) = P (no message) = 0.5
thus,

Pe = (1 - β)P( 0.5) + αP(0.5)
Pe = 0.5 [(1 – β) + α]

(22)

However, steganography system requires more than
that. The stego-cover S, generated by most
embedding schemes, resembles a sequence of
random bits, and this is likely to raise the suspicion
of Wendy. Instead, stego-cover S should “look” just
like an innocent message even though it contains a
hidden message.
Thus, it can be done [29] by Alice and Bob
through equation (5), if α = β then Pe = 0.5 to
operate on the 45° line in ROC plane as shown in
Fig. 5. Alice can manipulate α and β values by
employing an appropriate techniques or algorithms
to force Wendy’s extractor tools to operate on the
45° line during a detection process (to be
represented as C = S = S’). It means that the
extraction tools will assume that the detection
probability is equivalent to false alarm probability
continuously.

3 Conclusion
The primary contribution of this paper is to present
the mathematical formulation works on steganalytic
system. This paper also classifies and analyzes
several conditional states of steganalytic system
such as hypothesis testing, gaussion distribution,
hidden markov model and vector analysis space.
Through this work, it is assumed that a new
approach on steganalytic system called Intelligent
Steganalytic System (ISS) [31] will be produced in a
near future. In particular, a further improvement is
expected that computational intelligence techniques
[32] such as neural network, genetic algorithm, and
fuzzy logic will be manipulated and utilized in
steganalytic system. This is because a fundamental
goal of computational intelligence is the
manipulation of human intelligence using the tools
of computing science.
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